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in the end it is all about the 2nd space. creating that. if we can keep it there then we can control the 3rd space. it is as simple as that. sometimes things are not that simple but if it is really that simple then why does it take so long to get it right. it is not rocket science, it is not even that hard it is just smart. i think kfty was smart and waited until they knew how to market. once they decided to do hd in the early part of the year 2000 they began to transition to the new form, and the same thing happened in the car business. i saw when the first car with dvd released. yeah, it was a 2200
dollar car, but people were lining up at the dealer to get one, some even sleeping on the pavement. at first it was mostly suvs and the like. but once people saw that they could get tv shows on it they loved it. i remember the first time i ever heard a rumor of someone losing their house and station in march 2001. it spread like wild fire and it took close to 6 months for the media to pick it up. i guess in the suburbs, as soon as they knew the storm had passed they packed up their houses and put them in storage. i was the marketeer so i guess i was the first to know. when i used to sign on
people with hd they would tell me that they were in transition. there was nothing on. they had just formatted the drive and put the dvd player in a corner. but then they started adding more and more dvd players to the office and the trailer. i think that is the reason kfty did not do hd as fast. they knew the recession was coming in 2001. and the general manager knew the reason why. i remember that when they bought the equipment they were being told that if they bought the hd camera then they would not buy another vcr. the vcr had been their bread and butter. they would use it for

everything, but they told them they would only use it for a couple of things- when there was not a camera. the camera was going to be used to take pictures off the dvd's. in other words, people would be ordering dvds off the web and sticking them in the vcr. people would be ordering vhs tapes of the movies they like. i know it happened because i was there. i witnessed it. the vcr died the day the switch was flipped.
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